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ABSTRACT

Background: Tetrahedral-mesh geometries can be used in the MCNP code, but the MCNP
code accepts only the geometry in the Abaqus input file format; hence, the existing tetrahedralmesh models first need to be converted to the Abacus input file format to be used in the MCNP
code. In the present study, we developed a simple but useful computer program, TET2MCNP,
for converting TetGen-generated tetrahedral-mesh models to the Abacus input file format.
Materials and Methods: TET2MCNP is written in C++ and contains two components: one
for converting a TetGen output file to the Abacus input file and the other for the reverse conversion process. The TET2MCP program also produces an MCNP input file. Further, the program provides some MCNP-specific functions: the maximum number of elements (i.e. , tetrahedrons) per part can be limited, and the material density of each element can be transferred to
the MCNP input file.
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Results and Discussion: To test the developed program, two tetrahedral-mesh models were
generated using TetGen and converted to the Abaqus input file format using TET2MCNP. Subsequently, the converted files were used in the MCNP code to calculate the object- and organaveraged absorbed dose in the sphere and phantom, respectively. The results show that the converted models provide, within statistical uncertainties, identical dose values to those obtained
using the PHITS code, which uses the original tetrahedral-mesh models produced by the TetGen program. The results show that the developed program can successfully convert TetGen
tetrahedral-mesh models to Abacus input files.
Conclusion: In the present study, we have developed a computer program, TET2MCNP,
which can be used to convert TetGen-generated tetrahedral-mesh models to the Abaqus input
file format for use in the MCNP code. We believe this program will be used by many MCNP
users for implementing complex tetrahedral-mesh models, including computational human
phantoms, in the MCNP code.
Keywords: Tetrahedral mesh, Unstructured mesh, TetGen, MCNP, Abaqus

Introduction
Most general-purpose Monte Carlo radiation transport codes now support the use of
tetrahedral mesh in geometry modeling [1-5]. The tetrahedral mesh is a powerful geometry for modeling complex and arbitrarily curved-surface models such as computational human phantoms [6-9]. The use of tetrahedral mesh overcomes the limitations
of voxel geometry in computational human phantoms and precisely preserves the
original structure of the polygonal-mesh geometry. Moreover, the use of tetrahedral
mesh makes it possible to directly implement Computer-Aided Design (CAD)-based
models in Monte Carlo codes.
www.jrpr.org 389
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To implement complex CAD-based models in Monte Carlo codes, many researchers [6-12] have converted their models to tetrahedral-mesh geometry using TetGen [13], an open
source program widely used to generate tetrahedral-mesh
geometries. Several studies have reported that the TetGengenerated tetrahedral-mesh geometries were successfully
used in Monte Carlo radiation transport codes, providing reliable simulation results. The PHITS code [2] recently adopted the TetGen output file format to implement tetrahedralmesh geometry from version 2.82.1)
The Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) transport code [1] recently added the unstructured mesh (UM) function, which
includes the tetrahedral-mesh geometry, but using a different approach; that is, the MCNP input for tetrahedral-mesh
geometry adopted the input file format of Abacus. Therefore,
for use in the MCNP code, TetGen-generated tetrahedralmesh geometries (in the TetGen output file format) must be
converted to the Abacus input file format.
In the present study, we developed a conversion program,
TET2MCNP, which can be used to convert TetGen-generated tetrahedral-mesh models to the Abacus input file format
for use in the MCNP code. The developed program can also
convert an Abacus input file format to the TetGen output file
format.
To test the developed program, we produced a simple and
a complex tetrahedral-mesh models using TetGen and converted them to the Abacus input file format using TET2MCNP. The converted models were implemented in the MCNP
code and used for dose calculation. The calculated dose values were finally compared with those obtained using the
PHITS code, which uses the original TetGen-generated tetrahedral-mesh models.

Materials and Methods
1. Overview of TET2MCNP
TET2MCNP is written in C++ and has two main components: one for converting a TetGen output file format to the
Abacus input file format, and the other for converting an
Abaqus input file format to the TetGen output file format.
Figure 1 shows the schematic workflow of TET2MCNP.
TET2MCNP is a stand-alone program and is invoked in
the command-line user interface with a set of switches. The
TET2MCNP program has the following switches:
1)
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Fig. 1. Schematic workflow of TET2MCNP.

• –i: This switch is used to provide the input file name. For
TetGen-to-Abaqus conversion, the input file is a file
with the extension .ele, and for Abaqus-to-TetGen conversion, the input file is a file with the extension .inp.
• –o: This switch is used to provide the output file name. If
the input file is a file with extension .ele, the output file
have to be a file with extension .inp, and vice versa.
• –t: This switch is an optional switch used to set the maximum number of elements in a part in an TetGen-toAbaqus conversion.
• –m: This switch is an optional switch used to import the
material density file in a part in a TetGen-to-Abaqus
conversion.

2. Data import
TET2MCNP is designed to convert a TetGen output file
(*.ele, *.node) to the Abaqus input file format (*.inp), and
vice versa. In general, a tetrahedral-mesh model produced
by the TetGen program is represented using first-order elements, which means that the generated tetrahedron has only
4-node elements; therefore, the TET2MCNP-converted
Abaqus input file is also represented using first-order elements. In other words, an Abaqus input file converted using
TET2MCNP is written in C3D4 (Continuum, 3D, and 4-node
elements) type [14]. This restriction applies to both data import and export.
3. Subdivision
When implementing an Abaqus input file format in the

Features of PHITS 2.82 (http://phits.jaea.go.jp/image/phits282-upgrade-en.pdf).
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MCNP code, the MCNP code performs an internal conversion process, which consumes a large amount of CPU processing time if the geometry has multiple parts and at least
one of the parts has more than 30,000-50,000 elements [14].
Therefore, TET2MCNP is programmed to perform part subdivision whenever necessary. That is, in a TetGen-to-Abacus
conversion, the user can limit the maximum number of elements (i.e., tetrahedrons) in a part by providing the limiting
number by using the -t option. The program then splits a
part that has more elements than the limiting number into
multiple parts such that each part has limiting number or
less elements.

4. Data export
TET2MCNP exports the converted tetrahedral-mesh information in the Abaqus input file format. In addition, the
program produces an MCNP input file, which is the geometry section of the MCNP input file for the user. If the TET2MCNP is performed with the -m switch, the material density values of the MCNP cells will be automatically set by those
in the specified material density file provided with the -m
option.
TET2MCNP can also convert a TetGen output file format
from an Abaqus input file format. The TetGen output file can
be used to show the geometry using the TetView program
(i.e., TetGen viewer). During this conversion, if there are subdivided parts in the Abaqus input file, they are automatically
merged after removing overlapping nodes and elements.

A
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Fig. 2. The tetrahedral-mesh geometries before and after conversion using TET2MCNP. (A) sphere constructed by TetGen, (B) converted sphere by TET2MCNP, (C) tetrahedral phantom (THRK-MAN)
constructed by TetGen, (D) converted THRK-MAN by TET2MCNP.
https://doi.org/10.14407/jrpr.2016.41.4.389

Results and Discussion
To test the performance of TET2MCNP, two tetrahedralmesh geometries were produced using the TetGen program:
(1) a sphere composed of 100,000 tetrahedrons and (2)
THRK-MAN [6]—a tetrahedralized version of the PSRKMAN phantom [15]—composed of 404,008 tetrahedrons.
The conversions process were performed on a personal
computer with an Intel® CoreTM i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz
CPU, and the conversion time was approximately 8 s and 30
s for the sphere and THRK-MAN phantom, respectively. Figure 2A and 2C and Figure 2B and 2D present the tetrahedralmesh geometries before and after conversion, respectively.
These figures visually show that the conversions process
were successful.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the subdivision function. Figure 3A, 3B, and 3C present the 100,000-element
sphere converted using TET2MCNP with using –t option, for
which the limiting number set to 10,000, 20,000, and 50,000,
respectively. The results show that the sphere was divided
into multiple parts according to the set limiting number. Figure 3D shows the converted sphere without using the -t option, in which the entire 100,000-element sphere is converted
as a single part. Overall, these results evidence that the -t options works correctly.
Figure 4A shows an example material density file, and Fig-
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Fig. 3. Sphere of 100,000 elements converted by TET2MCNP with
-t option. (A) -t 10000, (B) -t 20000, (C) -t 50000, and (D) -t option is
not used.
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Fig. 4. Example of material density file and produced MCNP input files: (A) material density file, (B) produced MCNP input file without using –
m switch in TET2MCNP, and (C) produced MCNP input file with using -m switch in TET2MCNP.

ure 4B and 4C show the produced MCNP input files without
and with using the -m switch in TET2MCNP, respectively.
Note that the material density file has two columns: region
ID and density value; the region ID in the material file must
match the region information in the TetGen element file
(*.ele).
The converted geometries were implemented in MCNP
code and used for dose calculations and then calculated values were compared with those obtained using the PHITS
code, which uses the original TetGen-generated tetrahedralmesh models. In each code, the primary particles were irradiated as a broad parallel beam in the anterior–posterior direction. The simulation was performed for seven photon energies (10-2-104 MeV) and ten neutron energies (10-8-101
MeV). All simulations were repeated to achieve a relative error (i.e., statistical uncertainty) of less than 10%. The simulations were performed using MCNP 6.1.1 beta version with
the MCPLIB84, EL03, and ENDF70 physics models, and
PHITS 2.84 version with the AcelibJ40 physics model.
Figures 5 and 6 present the object- and organ-averaged
absorbed doses per photon and neutron fluence in the
sphere and THRK-MAN phantom, respectively, calculated
using the MCNP and PHITS code. The MCNP code used the
tetrahedral-mesh models in the Abacus input file format
converted from the TetGen-generated geometry model by
using TET2MCNP, and the PHITS code used the original TetGen-generated tetrahedral-mesh models. The results of the
calculated values from the MCNP and PHITS codes matched
392 www.jrpr.org
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the absorbed doses per photon (A) and neutron (B) fluence in sphere geometry calculated by MCNP and
PHITS.

within statistical uncertainties, proving that TET2MCNP can
successfully convert TetGet output file format to Abacus input file format.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of organ’s absorbed doses per photon (upper) and neutron (lower) fluence in THRK-MAN geometry calculated by MCNP
and PHITS, skin (left), bone (middle) and small intestine (right).

Conclusion
In the present study, we developed a simple, but useful
stand-alone computer program, TET2MCNP, which can be
used to convert TetGen-generated tetrahedral-mesh models
to the Abacus input file format for use in the MCNP code.
Our test results showed that TET2MCNP can successfully
convert TetGet output files to the Abacus input file format.
We believe this program will be used by many MCNP users
for implementing complex tetrahedral-mesh models, including computational human phantoms, in the MCNP
code. The developed program can be freely downloaded
from the website of the Hanyang University Radiation Engineering Laboratory.2)
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